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agreement that there should be a common fund to assist in the stablization of com-
modity prices. All these represent distinct steps forward . I might mention Canada's
own contribution to the special action program - that is, our cancellation of develop-
ment-assistance loans to least-developed countries, which covers loans amounting to
more than $160 million to Commonwealth countries in Asia and Africa .

The Commonwealth finance ministers are currently meeting in Barbados. A number
of the key financial aspects of economic security are being examined at that meeting.
The report of the Commonwealth Group of Experts, Toward a New International
Economic Order, was given support by heads of government in London as a signifi-
cant contribution to understanding of North-South issues . Now the finance ministers
are looking at how best it should be followed up . The regular'meetings of Common-
wealth finance ministers provide a useful forum for a frank and free exchange of
views on several aspects of the "North-South dialogue" .

Next week, at the United Nations in New York, I shall, in a broader context, set out
my-views and concerns on the effectiveness of the UN system and particularly on the
future of the North-South dialogue in the post-CIEC period . What is necessary now is
full and rapid implementation of the agreements at [the] CIEC, on issues such as de-
velopment assistance, special action, a common fund and energy-conservation and
-diversification. The disagreements at [the] CIEC on, for example, indebtedness of
developing countries and on purchasing power of raw materials and energy resources,
are areas that will require intensified work in the coming months to reach a meeting
of minds on how to tackle these important problems .

Obviously, there are many steps still to take in what is a long journey . There will be
those who feel that the progress that has been made has been too slow and tentative
and who will call for radical changes in the world trade and monetary systems and
massive resource transfers beyond those yet achieved . I would say let us move rapidly
but certainly . We cannot strengthen the world's economy unless our own economies
are sound. Inflation, unemployment and scarce resources are general problems, which
we must combat at home in order to help abroad .

We must avoid extreme demands from developing countries, as well as reactionary
responses in the developed nations, if we are to achieve our objectives . I believe there
is a middle way . And we as parliamentarians must help to seek it out . In the long run,
our own future prosperity and economic security will depend on ensuring that the
developing world moves towards a more prosperous state .

Turning briefly to the theme of the Commonwealth's more positive commitment to
the world community, I would underline the special advantages enjoyed by this, our
association . We in the Commonwealth have common institutions and a common lan-
guage that simplify communication between us and imply co-operation beyond the
confines of the Commonwealth itself . The Commonwealth has, as I have suggested
earlier, played a useful role in Africa and in the field of international economic co-
operation. Delegations from our various countries have co-operated effectively in a
variety of international forums, such as the Law of the Sea Conference, and we look
forward to continued consultation and collaboration in the future .
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